Cloud adoption for financial services
Join some of the world’s largest financial
institutions already running on AWS.

Based on best practices from hundreds of successful engagements, the cloud adoption
program for financial services brings together leading technologies, implementation services,
and methodologies to securely accelerate cloud adoption on AWS.
The cloud adoption program helps your organization to:

“Natixis engaged Cloud

• Improve agility and speed to market to drive top-line revenue through innovation

Technology Partners, a
Hewlett Packard Enterprise
company, based on their
expertise in building stable
and scalable cloud
infrastructure on AWS. Their
end-to-end approach to cloud
adoption, spanning strategy to
production operations,
combined with their
experience of financial services
firms, gave us the confidence
we needed to move our
business line to the cloud.”

• Decrease costs related to infrastructure management usage

– G eorge Marootian, EVP, Head of Technology,

Five phases of the cloud adoption program

Natixis

Realize the full benefits of secure
cloud adoption and migration for
your organization. Get started
with the cloud adoption program
for financial services firms.

Learn more at

hpe.com/services/cloud

• Increase developer productivity and satisfaction
• Provide faster insights through cloud-native analytics and Big Data capabilities
Gaining the benefits of cloud in the financial services industry requires successfully
navigating a highly complex technical and regulatory environment. The cloud adoption
program addresses these challenges, including:
• Data security—Overcome fear, uncertainty, and doubt
• Risk and compliance—Improve regulatory, audit, and legal postures
• Industry standards—Understand cloud security alliance (CSA), ISO 270xx, NIST
• Governance—Provide nearly continuous governance and management
• Value proposition—Clarify the economic and business case
• Change management—Leverage proven tools and management models

We work with the world’s leading financial institutions to solve their unique security,
governance, and regulatory concerns when moving to the cloud. The cloud adoption program
provides a clear, safe, and secure path for end-to-end cloud adoption. The 5-phased approach
begins with a workshop to align your team around a common cloud vision.

Phase 1:
Workshop

Phase 2:
Assess and Plan

Phase 3:
Build

Phase 4:
Migrate

Phase 5:
Operate

Figure 1. Enterprise cloud prescriptive approach
Make the right purchase
decision. Click here to
chat with our presales
specialists.

Client success story

Share now

Natixis Global Asset Management
Natixis turns to Amazon Web Services (AWS) to
support their future IT and business operational
needs in the cloud.
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Read Natixis’ story
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